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The Honorable Pierre S, du Pant 
House of RepKesentatives 

Bealnr Nr, au Pant: 

This is OUK report on the need for the Federal Power 
Cornmissior~ to evaluate the effectiveness of the natutral gas 
curtailment po%icy. We made the review in accordance with 
youa: request of June 13, 1974, as modified by subsequent 
discussions with you, 

We invite your attention to the fact that this report 
contains recommendations to the Chairman of ,the Commission 
which are set fon:th on page 16. As you known section 236 
of the Legiskative Reorganization Wet of 1970 requires the 
head of a Fedearal agency to slnbmit a written statement on 
actiions taken on our recommendations to the House and Senate 
Committees on Gcwernment Cperations not Saber than 60 days 
after the date of the report and to the House and Senate “.’ 
Committees on Wppropgiations with the agency’s first request 
for appropriations made more than GO days after the date of 
the report. 

We will be in touch with your office in the nealr future 
to ararange for the rekease of the report so that the require- 
ments of section 236 can be set in motion. 

Conpt~olLer General 
of the United States 
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DIGEST 
- - - m - -  

To deal. with the critical. natural. gas shortage, the 
Federal Power Commission established a curtailment 
policy to limit adverse effects of the shortages 
through end-use priorities which best serve the 
public interest. 

The CommissionUs jurisdiction extends only to inter- 
state pipeline companies and not to intrastate pipe- 
II.ine olt distributing companies, Therefore it lacks 
authority to obtain the necessary information to 
evaluate the effectiveness of its natural qas cur- 
tailment policy. The inta:astate pipeline or distri- 
buting companies acccunt for most of the gas sold to 
consumers. 

The Commission has recognized the need for end-use 
and economic impact information but0 so far, has 
been unsuccessfu% in obtaining the needed infor- 
mation by indirect means, The Commission, with 
the Federal Energy Administration, is attempting 
to obtain the needed information. 

Because of the Commission"s past unsuccessful ef- 
fortsr GAO is not sure that the current effort will 
be successfu.l. a" it believes the Commission should 
continue its efforts until a determination can be 
made, GAO is recommending that the Commission re- 
port to the Congress on the results of the coordi- 
nated effort, GAO is recommending that, if the 
desired results are not obtained or if the Commis- 
sion finds the mechanism too cumbersome, the Com- 
mission seek legislative revisions to the Natural 
Gas Act to extend the Commission's authority to 
obtain information on (1) natural gas sales by 
intrastate pipeline and distributing companies and 
(2) the end use of the gas by ultimate consumers 
who purchase the gas from interstate and ir,trastate 
pipeline and distributing companies, (See pm 16.) 

tiatural gas constitutes about 33 percent of the 
Nationus total energy consumption. Demand for 
natural gas began exceeding supDlies as early as 
1570 when some interstate pipeline companies first 

Te!ar %“~a?&. Upon removal, the report 
COv@r dab Should be noted hereon, 
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found it necessary to curtail natural gas deliveries 
to their firm customers. (See p. 1.) 

Tc evaluate the effectiveness of its curtailment 
pal icy, the Commission needs information on the end 
use of gas supplies and on the economic impact of 
the shortages on the areas affected. 

Without end-use and economic impact information, 
the Commission cannot determine whether pipeline 
companies are distributing available natural gas 
as specified in auproved curtailment plans or 
whether modifications are needed to achieve cur- 
tailment policy objectives. The Commission also 
needs such information to make decisions on future 
natural gas matters, such as allocating available 
natural gas among geographic areas to equalize the 
shortage, and to keep the Congress informed as it 
considers the natural gas deregulation issue. 
(See p. 4.) 

Eecause the Commission has no authority to obtain 
end-use and economic impact information it has tried 
to inonitor its policy by obtaining information under 
its present authority over interstate pipeline com- 
panics. Although the information obtained was ade- 
quate to show that generally gas curtailments were 
increasing in broad areas of the country, it did 
not show how the gas was being used or the economic 
impact of the shortages on the areas or communities 
involved. (See p. 7.) 

To illustrate the problem, GAO reviewed gas cur- 
tailments in Delaware and found that the curtail- 
ment reports’filed by the interstate pipeline com- 
panies did not show the actual economic impact of 
the curtailments on the State. The primary reason 
was that Delmarva Power and Light Company, the 
principal supplier of gas in Delaware, is an intra- 
state distributing company and not under the Com- 
mission’s jurisdiction. Consequently, the Commis- 
sion has no means of obtaining a major portion of 
the data affecting Delaware. (See p. 8.) 
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CHAPTER B --- 

INTRODUCTIOR 

FPC Cammissioners are appointed for a 5-year term by the 
President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The 
Chairman is designated by the Fresiderkt from among ,the members 
and is the principals executive, The FPC staff is eomposec7, lclf 
the Executive Director I who is responsible for the effeetive- 
ness and efficiency of staff operations, and 14 separate bureaus 
and offices whiieh advise and assist the Commissioners in the 
discharge of their responsicilities, 

Under ,khe Natural Gas Act, FPC is responsibbe for regulating 
ee~tain intenrstate aspects of the natural gas industry to in- 
sure an adequate supply of natural gas at reasonable prices to 
meet the Nationns energy needs. FFC issues cartificates of 
public convenience and necessity to permit construction of new 
facilities and extensions of existing facilities by inte~skate 
natural gas companies a In addition I it Kegl.l.3.a tes inter sea te 
natural gas pipeline companies0 wh0lesa.k rates of natueral 
9s I theiar accounting and reporting requirements, depreciation 
pKaeticY2s, and abandonment of property. It has no jurisdiction 
0veK intrastate pipeline companies o 

As of Decembear 311, 1974, there were 119 intea:state natural 
gas pipeline companies making sales on a permanent basis in 
interstate commerce that were subject ,to the Natural Gas Act. 
The 34 largest companies sell about 90 percent of the natmral 
gas sold in interstate commerce. 

Nptural gas constitutes about 33 percent of the Nstionns 
total energy consumption, Natural gas has been preferred over 
other fossil fuels because the price has aenerally been low; 
gas presents no handling problems; there is no necessity for 
l~onsumer storage facilities; 
simple 0 

the equipment is fxenerally smal.l, 
anad irmxpensive; ,tIne fue% burns cleanly; and there is 

no waste disposal problem. Because of this preference, fhe use 
of natur al. yaei has grown rapidly. %nc=reased demand has been 
accompanied by mduced findings of additional gas in recent 
years D The resul.PL has barn a natural gas shortage. 



Gas supply and demand are dependent on many factors, in- 
cluding exploratory work, new technology, and pricing consid- 
erations. Nevertheless the relationship between gas supply and 
demand for the future has been developed for the Nation by FPC 
using, in part, data developed by the Future Requirements Com- 
mittee which is a nongovernmental organization composed of 
members from the gas-producing, pipeline and distributing com- 
panies. Their projection, including the resulting shortage, 
is as follows: 

Year 

Trends in Demand and Supply for Gas ----- -- 

Demand -- Range of supply Range of shortage 

----------------(trillion cubic feet)--------------- 

1975 28.0 24.3 to 24.8 3.2 to 3.7 

1980 33.4 24.7 to 31.2 2.2 to 8.7 

1985 38.4 .25.3 to 32.6 5.8 to 13.1 

1990 45.3 25.2 to 34.2 11.1 to 20.1 

November 1970 serves as reference point for the onset of 
the actual gas shortage when some interstate pipelines first 
began curtailing firm customers. Pipeline and distributing 
companies have been unable to expand supply to meet market 
demand. They have been forced to limit expansion, refrain 
from taking on new customers, and, in some cases, have been 
unable to increase deliveries to some existing industrial 
customers. 

The production of natural gas for sale in interstate com- 
merce, which represents about 66 percent of the total lower 48 
State production, peaked in 1971 and 1972 at 14.2 trillion 
cubic feet (TCF), dropped in 1973 to 13.7 TCF, and dropped fur- 
ther in 1974 to 12.9 TCF. Proved gas reserves dedicated to 
support continued sales to interstate pipeline companies peaked 
in 1967 at 198.1 TCF, dropped in 1973 to 134.3 TCF, and dropped 
further in 1974 to 120.4 TCF. 

According to FPC the interstate supply system is receiving 
a smaller fractional share of total new gas supply than it did 
in previous years. Conversely, the intrastate sector appears 
to have been relatively stable in recent years and is now recei- 
ving a larger fractional share of total new supply than in the 
past. 
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The following graph shows the recent tlrencas toward commit- 
ting reserves of the interstate and intrrastate markets, 

11~ an effo~t-2. to better manage the nationwide shortacle of 
natusc al. gasp EPC established a policy to ninimiae curtailment 
effects through end-use priorities which it believes best serve 
the public”s interest. 

As Representative Pierre S. du Pant requested, we reviewed 
(I) E’PC”s efforts to effectively iiiykement its natural gas CUE--- 
tailment policy and (2) gas curtailments in Delaware. 



/ CHAPTER 2 

NEED TO EVALUATE EFFECTIVENESS OF I_-- --- 
NATURAL GAS CURTAILMENT POLICY ---- --- 

PPC's policy is to minimize the effects of natural gas 
shortages through end-use priorities. The policy is carried 
out through approval of curtailment plans prepared by interstate 
pipeline companies delineating how available gas will be allo- 
cated to customers. To evaluate the effectiveness of its cur- 
tailment policy, FPC needs information on the end use of gas 
supplies and on the economic impact of the shortages on the 
areas affected. However, because FPC's jurisdiction extends 

- 

\ only to interstate pipeline sales, it does not have authority 
to obtain the necessary information. 

Without end-use and economic impact information,'FPC cannot 
determine whether pipeline companies are distributing available 
natural gas as specified in the approved curtailment plans or 
whether modifications are.needed to achieve curtailment policy 
objectives. FFC also needs such information to make decisions 
on future natural gas matters, such as allocating available 
natural gas among geographic areas to egualize the shortage, 
and to keep the Congress informed as it considers the natural 
gas deregulation issue. 

FPC lacks authority to obtain end-use data on sales by 
intrastate pipeline companies, including sales by any company 
that receives natural gas within or at the boundary of a State 
if all the gas received is ultimately consumed within the same 
State. Most gas consumed by end users is sold by intrastate 
pipeline and distributing companies. 

Without authority to obtain end-use and economic impact 
data, FPC has tried to monitor its policy by obtaining data 
under its present authority over interstate pipelines. Although 
the information is adequate to show that generally gas curtail- 
ments were increasing in broad areas of the country, it does 
not show how the gas is being used or the economic impact of 
the shortages on the areas or communities involved. 

Our review of gas' curtailments in Delaware showed that the 
curtailment reports filed by interstate pipeline companies did 
not show the actual economic impact of the curtailments on the 
State. 

FPC has recognized the need for end-use and economic impact 
information and recently has unsuccessfully attempted to obtain 
tne needed information by indirect means. However, such efforts 
are continuing. 
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bdhen the supply of nattlral gas cannot meet general needs, 
some very difficult decisions must be made with respect to cm- 
sume~s who must be curtailed. Entercstate pipeline companies I 
with ,the approval of FPC B make these decisions. Dee is ions ,to 
curtail specific cLastomelrs are simultaneously an alkocation of 
available supply to other: users. FPC has identified a number 
of factors that interstate pipeline companies should consider 
in malting such decisions: (1) safety, (2) efficiency of gas 
use, (3) consumer reliance on cjas for its unique characteristics, 
(4) availability and practicality of alternate fuel substi- 
tut ion fl (5) environmental impact, (6) volumetric impact, (I) 
economic factorsp and (8) relationship of gas use to humaw need 
requirements 0 The overall intent of FPC’s policy was to mini- 
mize the effects of the shoa:tage through end-use priorities 
that best serve the public interest. 

On April 15, 1971, i?kjG issued Order 433. for emergencies 
whew adequate gas supplies were not available to the consumer, 
The order was to insure that interstate pipeline companies 
would ,take steps necessary to protect adequate and reliable 
service. The order recognized, however r that certain natural 
gas pipeline companies GarolnLd be ulnablle ,to deliver enough gas 
to mec2t demands. En this regardat the order required ,that pipe- 
line companies anticipating problems file a curtailment plan. 
Pipeline companies were directed to consider curtailing inter- 
rup$i.kml.e sales and large boiler fuel sales where alternate fuels 
were available m Interruptible sales are made wndeg contracts 
which do not expressly obligate the seller to deliver specific 
volumes within a given time and which permit the seller to 
intenrrupt service on short notice, 

Cm January 8, 1973, FPC issued Order $67 which refined 
FEC”s curtailment policies by ordering interstate pipeline 
companies curtailing natural gas tc follow a priority-of-service 
system, 

The priority-of-service system considers the end use of 
the natural gas placing akl consumers into one of eight cate- 
gories and allowing higher priority consumers to be curtailed 
only after all. lower priority consumers on a pipeline system 
had been curtailed. 

The pr ioar ity-of-serv ice ca tegor ies follow, 

1. Residential and small commercial (less than 50 thou-- 
sand cubic feet (MZF) on a peak clay) m 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

ti e 

Large commercial (50 MCF or more on a peak day) and 
firm industrial requirements for plant protection, 
feedstock, and process needs. 

Industrial customers not specified in category 2,4,5, 
6,7, or 8. 

Firm industrial customers using between 1,500 and 3,000 
MCF each day for boiler fuel where alternate fuel cap- 
abilities can meet such requirements. 

Firm industrial customers using more than 3,000 MCI? 
each day for boiler fuel where alternate fuel capabil- 
ities can meet such requirements. 

Interruptible customers using less than 1,500 MCF each 
day. 

Interruptible customers using between 1,500 and 3,000 
MCF each day. 

Interruptible customers using more than 3,000 MCF each 
day. 

noted that residential customers used an average 0.38 
MO? each day and a large fertilizer company used 10,600 IdICE 
each day. 

Although firm and interruptible services denoted contractual 
arrangements rather than end-use commitments, FPC concluded in 
Order 467 that interruptible sales were predicated on end-use 
considerations and that those customers requiring gas for human 
needs service or nonsubstitutable industrial service did not 
contract on an interruptible basis. Thus, interruptible sales 
were given the lowest priority. 

“ihe end-use priority system for firm services is predicated 
on the proposition that large volume boiler fuel use is the 
least efficient use of natural gas and should be the first firm 
service curtailed. 

FPC issued Grder 467-A on January 15, 1973, revising Order 
467 by permitting pipeline companies to respond immediately to 
meet emergency situations that may occur during periods of cur- 
ta.ilments. 

FPC issued Order 467-B on March 2, 1973, revising the cur- 
tailment policies established in 467 and 467-A by primarily 
changing the eighth priority-of-service category ahd by adding 
a ninth, as follows: 
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8. 

9. 

In 

Interruptible mstomers using more than 10,088 PlaCIE;‘ 
each day, whence alternate fuel capabilities can meet 
sych requirements m 

abilities ears meet such requirements" ,to priority-of-service 
categories 6 and 7 0 

PPC issued Order: 493 on September 23, 1973, adopting cenr- 
tain definitions to standardize end-use c%assifieations and 
priority-of-service categories. Howewe K fl the basic nine-catse- 
gory end-use 1p~iorit.y system remained intact. Some de f in i,I: ions 
specified in Order 493 were refined funrkheK in-h FPC Order 493-A 
issued Octol3enr 29, 1973, In Order 493-A FPC conceded tha~t, es 
the result of the lack of uniform market data, implementation 
of em!-use curtailment programs may result in undue discrim- 
iallation and preference among the ultimate consumers m 

PPC did not issue other curtailment pokiqr statements until 
Grcaear 46 7-c p issued April 4, 1974. This order revisea FPC reyu- 
ilations about filing requests for relief from curtailments. 

%NPORMAT%ON OBTAINED UMDER CLiRHEMT WUTRORITY W---N P-l 
1[S INADEQUATE Z’OR EVALUWTIU%--??~~~------- -P____uD_ ----m-E-- .- 

Interstate pipeline companies provide information to EPC 
for considering proposed curtailment p1an-1~. The material con- 
tains historical. information aboljlt end use of natural gas and 
some material contains information on the estimated effec,l:s of 
future natural gas curtailments. This information, lwwever Jr 
does not allow for mor6itoPriwg the effects of curtailments while 
curtailment plans aare beiny stLldied during formal proceedings 
OK af,ter E'PC approves the plans. 

Therefore p beginning in September 1973, FPC sought to moni- 
tor its curtailment policy by requiaring interstate pipeline 
compmies to furnish curtailment reports regularly. 

GegleraEILy, however p the watulral gas curtailment information 

the interstate pipeline companies reported to FPC did not show 
the economic impact of such curtailments cn the areas involved, 
The curtailmenk reports (1) contained no information on qas 
deliveries and curtailments of intrastate pipeline companies, 
which supply most of the gas consumed by end users, (2) aid not 
consider to what extent alternate fuels oa' stored qas was avail- 
able to otfset the gas cmA:~tailmerts, and (3) c0ntainea no i.YlfOK- 

mation on what gas supplies the curtailed pipeline customers may 



themselves own or purchase directly from producers. The fol- 
lowing information, most of which was obtained in Delaware, 
demonstrates this point. 

Information obtained on 
gas curtailments in Daaware ---- 

Two companies --Eastern Shore Natural Gas Company and Del- 
marva Power and Light Company--supply all the natural gas con- 
sumed in Delaware. Eastern Shore serves customers in Delaware 
and eastern Maryland. Most of Eastern Shore's sales are to 
industrial customers or distribution companies. Delmarva serves 
residential, commercial, and industrial customers in northern 
Delaware. 

Both companies have the same supplier of natural gas-- 
Transcontinential Gas Pipe Line Corporation (Transco), an inter- 
state pipeline, which purchases natural gas primarily in Texas 
and Louisiana and transports it up the east coast. Eastern 
Shore, an interstate pipeline company, is under FPC jurisdiction; 
Delmarva, an intrastate pipeline company, is not under FPC juris- 
diction. 

Transco's firm contract with Eastern Shore is for 22,900 
MCF each day, and its firm contract with Delmarva is for 54,800 
MCF each day. Although FPC receives regular reports about 
Delaware's gas shortage from Transco and Eastern Shore, the in- 
formation in these reports is inadequate to determine the effect 
of the natural gas curtailments on the State. For example, these 
reports for the September 1973 through Auqust 1974 period showed 
that Transco curtailed its firm customers, including Eastern 
Shore and Delmarva by 19.34 percent. Eastern Shore in turn, 
however, reported a less-than l-percent curtailment of its firm 
customers but curtailed its interruptible customers by about 
86 percent. Delmarva, as an intrastate distributing company, 
was not required to file any reports. 

In its projections for the September 1974 through August 
1975 period, Transco estimated that it would curtail its firm 
customers about 27.7 percent, although a contemplated change in 
the curtailment method made it uncertain as to how much each 
customer would be curtailed. Because of the uncertainty as to 
how much it would be curtailed by Transco, Eastern Shore could 
not project the amount of curtailments for its customers. 

In summary, the curtailment reports include only general 
curtailment information; they contain no information on how 
the curtailments have affected Delaware. The reports do not 
provide a basis on which to determine the effect of Eastern 
Shore's 86-percent curtailment of its interruptible customers. 
Even more important, because Delmarva is the largest gas 
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supplier in Delawarce and is not under FPG’S jurisdiction, FPC 
has no means of ob~taining a major portion of the data affecting 

Delaware a 

Effect of natural gas curtailments in Delaware ---II -- -___1- 

In Nov@mb~~ 1974 East@rn Shore and Deamarva representatives 
,told US that firm customers were not greatly affected by lcranscoOs 

curtailments but that they could not meet all the demands fox 
gas on an ina~terrup~tible basis. E;stern Shnore and DelmaKva rep- 
resentatives said that cwrtailied interruptible CustorElersP who 

used the gas as boiler fuel, had anticipated the curtailments 

and had made arrangements to purchase alternate fuel. In addi- 

tion g they said that eustome~s receiving interruptible gas ac- 
llslepted ,the fact that the natura% gas they received was eonsid- 
eyed excess and appreciated the low-cost fuel when it was avail- 
able a! 

One elastomer of Eastenrn Shore said that he used oil and gas 

as boiler fuel to groduee electricity, He contracted for a cer- 
tain amount of firm gas and interruptible gas from Eastern Shore 

when it was availabie. The customer told us that during the 
heating SeaSOn --November 1973 to Haarch 1974--interruptible gas 
was offered by Eastern Shore but it was refused even though it 

was alaomt one-third of the cost of the fuel oil being burned, 

T%e reason given was that past fuel oil allotments were b;lsed 
on historical consumption, and the customer was afraid that I if 
such an allocation system continued, consumption would be arti- 

ficakly low and would ~esnILt in lower future oil allocations, 
A customer told us that, when interKuptib9e gas was not avail- 
able jl his company ‘s demand for firm gas was always less than it 
has contaraeted for because it needed only enough gas -to keep 
pilots going ,to ignite the fuel oil, 

Although Eastern Shore was curtailing firm deliveries I 
such curtailments occurred in only a few instances as of 
B?dovernber 1974, and then only for major industrial customers 
:ROK a short time o 

--A 25- and 2G-percent curtailment each lasting L day in 
January 1973. 

--A 14-perccent curtailment lasting 3 days in December 1973, 

--A 1Q-percent curtailment lasting 19 days in January 1974, 

--A do-percent curtailment Lasting 12 days in Cctober 1974, 
&loKeov@K p as of November 1974, D@lmarval the largest gas 
~wq3pli@Bc in Delaware dr had never curtailed firm deliveries. 

he examined the implications of Eastern Shore curt2ilments 
of its eight industrial customers and cpznerakly found that: 
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--Nest customers curtailed took less gas than their entitle- 
ment. We did not determine why, although we noted that 
most of the customers usually took less than the con- 
tract amount. 

--Three customers took gas out of storage to offset cur- 
tailments. The use of stored gas and its impact on cur- 
tailments are discussed in the next section of this 
chapter. 

--Some customers have a propane injection system which can 
augment the shortened gas supply. In such cases the 
effect of the curtailments could be reduced. Eastern 
Shore did not know how many of its customers used propane. 

Use of stored gas to offset curtailments ---- 

Since customer demand for natural gas does not remain con- 
stant, some pipeline companies provide a gas storage service 
whereby customers can offset the effects of gas curtailments 
during peak periods by withdrawing gas stored by pipelines in 
underground reservoirs. However, gas withdrawls during peak 
periods must be replaced during nonpeak periods. 30 replace gas 
in storage, customers use less than their allotment from the 
pipeline and divert it to the storage fields. 

Transco provides a gas storage service for its customers, 
including Eastern Shore and Delmarva. Transco has delegated 
the decision to extract gas from storage during peak periods to 
Eastern Shore and Delmarva. Eastern Shore allows its customers 
to make the decision as to when to use stored gas. Delmarva, 
however, considers the stored qas when deciding on the allotment 
of gas to its customers. Also, Delmarva has storage capacity 
(250,000 MCF) of its own that gives them even greater flexibility 
in the use of allotted gas. 

Gas curtailment repcrts filei! with FPC do not show the 
effects of stored gas on the pipeline companies' ability to 
serve their customers. Using stored qas has helped the Delaware 
pipeline companies keep the effects of curtailments to a minimum, 
although reports filed with FPC show a more serious situation. 

Curtailments offset through 
exploration or direct burchase e-1__ ---- 

piany pipeline companies are involved in exploring for natu- 
ral gas or in purchasing gas directly from producers. By such 
means, customers are able to obtain the gas needed to offset cur- 
tailments by their suppliers. To the extent that curtailments 
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might be offset by gas from these other sourcesp WC curtail- 
ment reports would be misleading, 

FOK example p Elizabethtown Gas Company of New Jersey is an 
intrastate distributing company principalEy k3uppdied by TKanSCo. 

To increase its gas supply, an affiliate company proauces gas in 
Texas and Louisiana and the gas is then transported to TranscoOs 
lines p where arrangements have been made for Taransco to tacans- 
poart the gas to Elizabethtown Gas Company~ wia-l this additional 
SUPPlYP Eiizabethtown Gas Company has been able to offset al.1 
T~ans~o~s curtaikments, The information provided do FPC, how- 
ever p woul6l net reflect this situation, Monthly curtailment 
Kepoacts for Transco showed fircm curtaiSments to E%izabethtown 
Gas Company of 2,342,157 eKF over the 3-month perPod ended 
December 1974. The Elizabethtown Gas Company, howeverl had 
anticipated that such cua:tailments could be offset with its 
own gas. 

ATTEMPTS TG OBTAIN END-USE; AND 
EcoNowIc IMPACT I~ownATaoN- -L---s- 

On various occasions I PPC officials have Kecogniaed the 
need for information about the end use of natural gas and about 
tile eci;nornic impact a,f curtaifm2nts 3:: %,e areas invohved. FOK 

example, in July 1974 the FPC Chairman said that end-use inforc- 
mation on gas would be of matetziab assistance to FPC in detear- 
mining the dimension and impact of the natural gas shorctage, 
He also said that PPC and other Government agencies part2icukarl.y 
wantedi related information on curtailment experience at the user 
level D This information was needed to analyze the gas smpply- 
demand Situation for the 1974-75 winter and to estimate what 
would be the need fonr alternate fuels. 

Because it lacks the authority to get the necessary infor- 
mation by direct means, FPC has unsuecessfu%ly tried to get the 
information by indirect means. FoK example p in July 1974 PPC 
tried to obtain certain data from 42 irttek~state pipeline com- 
panies on a one-time basis in conjunction with a request from 
the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) for certain energy re- 
lated information. The infcrmation requested was for deter- 
mining the impact of curtailments on individual pipeline cus- 
tamers for the 1974-75 heating season (November through March), 

To obtain uniform data, FBC provided three schedules for 
the pipeline companies kc submit, These Schedu%es, each ~QK a 
diffenrent class of customer I were designed to obfair; data on 
the estimated end use cf the curtailed volumes of gas, the 
alternate fuel needed to offset these curtailments, and the 
availability of alternate fuels. In its request FPC said that 
this data was aeecied because present data did not pmr0vid.e ap 
analysis of how the natural gas deficiency would be alloca.ted 



to each pipeline customer or which types of users miqht be 
affected. FPC said that without information concerning the im- 
pact of curtailments on each customer, a more meaningful assess- 
ment of the impact of the national natural gas shortage was im- 
possible. 

FPC was unsuccessful, however, in obtaining the curtail- 
ment data requested. The data provided on one of the schedules 
was merely a restatement of data already available. The data 
for the other two schedules was either incomplete or not sub- 
mitted, and FPC has no authority to force compliance with its 
request. 

In another instance, FPC spearheaded an interagency task 
force in an attempt to get information on the effects of gas 
curtailments and on how best to minimize the impact of the gas 
shortages. In his letter of August 8, 1974, asking cooperation 
of other Federal agencies on the task force, the FPC Chairman 
said: 

"In order to provide a background for policy making 
procedures, the Federal Power Commission is establishing 
a Task Force to examine the impact of present and pros- 
pectlve curtaiiment of gas service on agriculture, indus- 
try, employment and the economy. 

(I* * * The Task Force should include policy level 
representatives (Assistant Secretary or Assistant Admini- 
strator) plus other analysts who can identify the effects 
of gas curtailments and provide the technical and ana- 
lytical expertise that is needed to determine the means 
to minimize the impact of gas curtailments." 

The task force relied heavily on FPC's natural gas curtail- 
ment information obtained from interstate pipeline companies, 
Such information, as stated previously, contains little infor- 
mation on the economic impact of gas curtailments. Consequently, 
the task ferce rzp~,rt of December 1974 contained little infor- 
mation on the specifics of the end use of available natural gas 
or the economic impact of the shortages. For example, in des- 
cribing the economic impact of gas curtailments on the manufac- 
turing industry, the report said that the lack of information on 
the extent and location of likely curtailments, the availability 
and technical feasibility of alternate supplies of energy, and 
the criticality of natural gas in specific processes preclude 
quantitative estimates of the probable direct and indirect 
effects on employment and output. 

FPC has also requested information about the natural gas 
shortage and curtailments from the Future Requirements Committee. 
According to an PPC official, the information FPC obtained 
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received limited lJse pKimaK ily because FPC ccauld m3t d@lrermin@ 
the accuracy of the information; it had no authoKiky to rceview 
the basic information supplied to the Future Req~~irements Com- 
mitbse and, therefore, cmu1a not, check the validity 01 

FPC is making another effoart to obtain the needed infor- 
mation IthEough the FEW, This effort originated at a meetinq 
in Nowemb~r'l974 which inczluded representatives of PEA, FPC, 
and 24 othear @oncJ@rned orgawiaations. 

At the meeting, FEA expressed a desire to obtain historical 
data cm curtai8ments, end usesn and a?kteKnate fuels Of gas dis- 
tribLat.ors@ c=ustomers, PEA suggested ,thae FPC use PEA'S auk&aoiLrity 
to collect the data fKOnl the intrastate distributors. 

FEA has been given kxoad infopmation-gath@Hing authority 
undenr the Federal Enelrgy Administration Act sf 1944 (88 Stat, 96), 
Uwdear such authority PEW may require any peacson enyaged in energy 
supply OK ma-joa: enercgy consumption to provide any information as 
may be necessary to enable the Administrator Sto carry out his 
functions undevr the act. 

A working committq? was established, consisting of staff 
nemheprs of FPC, FEA, and the National Association of Regulatory 
Utility Commissioners. an f&C official on the worlcing committee 
toldi us the collection of the curtailment data was still in the 
plaaaning stage kxak the committee p%anned to obtain cuKtaibment 
data each quarter from interstate and intrastate pipeline com- 
panies that sell gas to en?d-use eus43xwrs, The aata will include 
deliveries, curtailments, and a1ternate fuel needs by individual 
customers with 3hOQ,OOO MGF or mot-e of debiveries each year and 
will. include comksined data lror all customers with less than 
lOQ,QQO NCP of deliveeies each year. 

EPC diseusstd the current status of this work in its July 7,, 
1975 comments on our fir-dings and conclusions, These comments 
am summarized on page 14 of this report. 

CONCLUSHONS 

To minimize the effects of natural gas shortages, FPC es- 
tabkished a curtailment pollicy designed to provide guidance to 
interstate pipeline companies as to which consumers are ,433 be 
provided with, OK denied the use of, natulrab gas on a priority-W. 
of-servhc@ basis rm These priorities are based upon ,the end use of 
the matural gas which FPC believes will. best serve the puk3.1.icPs 
interest, 

One of the primary aims of the curtailment policy is to 
deny natural. gas to end users who will not be seariously affected 
by such denial, TQ fUlfi.11 this objective it is essentiall "chat 
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both end-use and economic impact information be obtained. FPC 
has recognized the need for such information, but, under its 
present authority, which extends only to interstate pipelines, 
it cannot obtain needed information from intrastate pipeline 
and distributing companies, which accounts for most of the qas 
sold to the ultimate consumer. 

The regular reports on curtailments from interstate pipe- 
line companies are helpful but are inadequate for evaluating 
FPC's curtailment policy. PPC's attempts to obtain the necessary 
information through indirect means have been generally unsuccess- 
ful. However, such attempts are continuing. 

Without reliable information on how natural gas is being 
used and on the economic impact that gas shortages are having 
on areas of the Nation, FPC is not in a position to determine 
if interstate pipeline companies are effectively carrying out 
approved curtailment plans or to make decisions about future 
use of natural gas. 

FPC AND PEA COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION --- 

In commenting on our findings and conclusions, FPC, in a 
letter dated Duly 7, 1975, stated its belief that it had adminis- 
tered its curtailment policies in as effective a manner as possi- 
ble in the light of its statutory abilities and the sheer magni- 
tude of the curtailment problem. FPC did believe, however, 
that an expansion of its authority to obtain natural qas data 
would facilitate the discharge of its statutory responsibilities 
and pointed out that it had supported such expansion for many 
years. 

FPC also described many recent actions it had taken to in- 
crease the amount and reliability of the data it depended upon 
in formulating curtailment policies. The principal action dis- 
cussed and the only one aimed at the continuous monitoring of 
gas curtailments was the recent promulgation of FPC form 69 
Issued June 25, 1975. mhi~ form was developed in coordination d-.-L 
with FEA, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Com- 
missioners, and other governmental aqenices. It resulted from 
the action described on page 13 of this report. 

Form 64 will help FPC to acquire, on a regular basis, in- 
formation regarding the alternate fuel situation of pipeline 
companies' direct end-use customers. 

Form 69 will be filed with FPC only by jurisdictional 
suppliers. Suppliers of natural gas who are not subject to the 
jurisidiction of FPC will not be affected by the promulgation 
of form 49 but will be required to file a similar form with FEA, 
thereby satisfying the mutual requirements of both FPC and FEA 
for this information. 
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The information Ecequimced by fonm 69 was to be submitted 
to FPG by August 1, 1975, for the actual period feronn WPK i% 1, 
1934, to Narch 31, l.975, and for the quarterly period ended 
IJune 30, l.975, and thereafter on a quarterly basis On? OK before 
April 30 f July 30 &? October 30 ip and January 38 of each year m 

FPC des&aribed other actions in its comments #hiCka pXCW%d@d, 
OK should pnrov idle $I natccnral gas data for use in assuring that 
parti~uiar eni cgsezsq maeeds are arecognize and iI? detetarming 
how projected shortages will have an impaek ona several inter- 
state pipeline systems, These actions ine3bud& (%)I FBC’s pats- 
cedures for granting emergency relief from curtailment to USeM 
who can justify such relief and (2) an order directed against 
14 interstate pipeline companies aimed at informing FPC as to 
how the cesmpanies plan to deal with their projected shortages, 
Bnformation resulting from such actions is usf2ful in managing 
curtailments r but it is obtained on a one-time basis and does 
not pnrovidle a means of ~antinually monitoring the effects of 
curtailments. 

Altholwlgh FPG has proposed or supported legislation in past 
years to inearease its information-gather if authority p many of 
these proposals were snase xl2en m tural. gas was plentiful am3 
the urgent need foac the data was difficult to support. This 
may be the main reason that efforts to enact such legisbation 
in the past have been unsuccessfu%. 

Although we contiglue to believe ,that the probab%e solution 
to the problems discussed in ,this report lies in additional 
informaeion-gaeh@ring authority for FPC, we do not want t-0 pre- 
clude the possibility that FPGms current coordination efforts 
with EEA and the use of form 69 will. ncesult in FPGns obtaining 
the information needed to effectively regulate curtailed gas 
deliveries o 

If such efforts m-eve successfu%~ it wom%d eliminate the 
difficu%t !xisk Qf trying to effect major begislative revisions, 

In commenting on our preliminary report by letter dated 
July 18, 1975, the Administrator, FEA, stated that the data- 
gathenring system it developed in conjunction with WC would 
provide the necessary gas curtailment data for both intearstate 
and intrastate pipelines, down to the ultimate consumeB: o FEA 
said that it was not imperative for FPC to seek lqislation to 
obtain such data. 

l[t ~emaims to be seen@ hcwever I psKticularly in view of 
past unsuccessful efforts to obtain information on the impact 
of gas curtai%ment that working thscough FEA will provide FpC 
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with the data it needs. A means of verifying the data obtained 
from YEA is one problem to be resolved. The fact that PEA's 
authority expires in 1976 must also be considered in arriving 
at the final solution. 

Nevertheless we believe that this latest effort by FPC and 
FEA should be tried to see if the needed information can be 
obtained in the manner devised. The Congress should be kept 
apprised of the status of this latest request for informaticn 
and of any additional actions that may be necessary to success- 
fully accomplish the desired objectives. 

The Administrator, FEA, made two additional comments in 
his letter. He said that, with the present information provided, 
it is possible for FPC to adequately assess the impacts of the 
gas curtailment policies on users. Our report discussed this 
issue at length and concluded that FPC did not get adequate in- 
formation to assess the impact of natural gas curtailments. 
FPC's comments on our report did not refute our conclusion, 
The Administrator said also that interstate pipelines include 
gas held in storage in projecting available supply and levels 
of curtailments or supply deficiencies. Although pipelines may 
consider the amount of gas in storage in making projections, ue 
found that reports filed with FPC concerning Delaware do not 
show the effects of stored gas on the pipelines ability to serve 
their customers. FPC comments on our preliminary report did 
not refute our facts on this point either. 

RECOtiMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRMAN, FPC -- 

&e recommend that the FPC Chairman report to the Congress 
on the results of the FPC-FEA coordinated effort to obtain the 
natural gas curtailment data needed to evaluate the effective- 
ness of FPC's curtailment policy. The report should comment on 
the adequacy of the data and on additional actions needed to 
obtain the data. 

tie recommend that, if the desired results are not obtained 
or if E'PC finds the mechanism too cumbersome, the FPC Chairman 
seek legislative revisions to the Natural Gas Act to expand 
F'PC's authority to obtain information on (1) natural gas sales 
by intrastate pipeline' and distributing companies and (2) the 
end use of the gas by ultimate consumers who purchase the gas 
from interstate and intrastate pipeline and distributing com- 
panies. 
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SCOPE OP REVEEW 

We made our review primariky a& FPC keadauaeters offices 
in Washington, D,C. We visited the offices of Eastern Shore 
Natulrad Gas Company, Dower, Delaware, and Delmarva Power and 
Light Company, Wilmington, Delaware, and met with officials of 
these ccmpanies who we.c e knotiledgeable about their compny 1 8 
natulcal gas eu~tailment activities, 

ifve also met with officials of the Delaware Public Service 
Commission and of the city of Dover"p Delaware. 

at FPC headquaKteKs, we reviewed legislation I regulatiows dr 
policies, and procedures relating to FPC's natural gas cmartai%- 
merit prOgramB and curtailment reports. 
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FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20426 

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN 

July 7, 1975 

Mr. Henry Eschwege 
Director 
Resources and Economic 

Development Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Eschwege: 

As requested in your letter of June 20, 1975, 
I am transmitting the enclosed comments of the 
Commission on your proposed report to Congressman 
Pierre S. du Pont on the natural gas curtailment 
policy of the Federal Power Commission. 

In addition to the enclosed comments I would 
like to invite your attention to page ii of your 
Digest, as amplified by the text of the report on 
page 5, to the effect that FPC needs information 
about curtailment details to make "decisionsinvolving 
the necessity of deregulation of natural gas. . ." 
As you know, FPC is not empowered to deregulate. 
If GAO means that the FPC is responsible for developing 
some kind of end-use impact information for Congress 
to use in its decisions relating to deregulation, the 
text of your report should be clarified to so state. 
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The General Accounting Office has requzstcd the Federal Pouer Commission 

to comment on a proposed GAO report to Co:>gressman Pierre S. du !‘ont of 
c 

Delaware on the need to evaluate the effectiveness of the natural gas cur- 

tailment policy of the Conunission, The draft report states that the Commission 

“lacks authority to obtain the necessary data to evaluate ttx? effectiveness 

of its natural gas curtailment policy, 1) and further stakes that ‘without “end- 

use and economic impact information the Commission cannot determine whether 

pipelines are distributing available natural gas as specified in approved 

curtailment plans or whether modifications need to be made in such curtailllenc 

plans to achieve the objectives of the curtailment policy.1 

In general, the Commission does not agree that currerlt limitations on 

its authority to obtain information concernitig natural gas usage have made it 

impossible to regulate effectively the curtailment of deliveries by interstate 

natural-gas pipeline corqanies. The Commission has, however, taken a number 

of steps to increase the amount and reliability of the data which it dopeads 

upon in formulating its kurtai’lment policies, and has consistently supgor5od 

legislation to expand its authority to secure information concerning ths natural- 

gas industry. 

Two exaq?les of the CoclmissionIs efforts to improve its information capa-.. 

bility in the natural. gas field are the recent promulgation of a new 332 Form 

?Jo. 59, and its loagsta~ding supTort of proposals to arzend Section 111 of the 

Matural Gas Act. (30& -,o+cs are more iullj Lliscussod later in Lhwe cometli~s). 

PC Furm Ko, 69, isSue Jane 25, 1975, 1s designed t3 detcrrSxIe the casent 

to wk.ich alternate r’uels Zt!:*jr k2r: U L;ized 1.0 met tbc raquire-ents of those 
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sponsored legislation, and are supported by the Comissio::. S. 692 would authorize 

and direct the Commission to study the production, gatherjng, storage, 

transportation, distri.bution and sal.e of natural, artificial, or synthetic gas, 

however produced, thrwghout the United States and its possessions. 

The Cormnission's efforts to acquire d’ata beari% upon the gas curtailment situ- 

ation arc not limited to end-use or alternate fuel considerations. On 

February 20, 1975, the Coxcmiesion j.nitiated an investigation in Docket: Ho. RI75-112, 

ordering 12 ixterstate pipeline companies and 66 independent proQcers 

to show cause why certain natural gas reservoirs in the ofMmre Federal 

domin area of the Gulf of Mexico are currently in a nonproducing status 

and why they %ould not or should COV* be prcduced. ir second phase of this - . 

investigation will cover offshore state and oijshore dedicated nonproducing 

reserves. 

The Comission also has underway investigations of the gas reserve hold- 
, 

in&s and production levels for two major interstate FipPlines k’hoss ciirtail- 

mcnts during the 1974-75 winter exceeded projections. Cn January 8, 1975 the 

Comnission, in Docket No. HP7551, instituted a comprehensive investigation 

of the circumstances surrqunding increased curtailments anticipated on the 

system of Tra:lscontinental.Gas Pipe iine Corp., and seeking a determination 

as to current projections of curtailment on that system. Sicilarly, on Decem- 
. : 

her 24, 1974, th8 Comission instituted an investign+.irra in Dock& ilo. F27j-45, 

to determine the severity and causes of the increased supply shortfall on the 

TcnneGsee Gas Pipeline Go. system. 

In short, while thz Co;ni?ission believes that expansion of its powers . 

relative to the acquisition of ini'oK:ation 0~ *,!x natural-Gas indirstry srould 

be in the phli~ i~~tere:~t,, it bar; df~?i*~cly WEA t,!lc tools af hand to 3ssi;re‘ 

th;t.t!ie information has:? which undarlies its Gas curtai.l::ent ?olicics is 

sufficient, 50th in terms of scope at,d accwacy, to per>r,i+, in,'or, >d ;;! equit- 

:ibLc .Iecisiw~n~'<i7~ * - -. 
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This order specifically directed that consideration be gj..)en to the curtail- 
. 

ment of volumes equivalent to all intorruptiblo a,lLcs anti to the curtailmsnt 

of large boiler fuel sales where alternate fuels :;rs available. 

On January 0, 1973, the Commission in its Order nlo. k67 issued a state- 

ment of policy on prioritius of deliveries by interstate pipeline companies. 

The Commission on January 15, 1973, issued Order No. /&7-A amending its 

earlier statement of policy on priorities of delivery to require that tariffs 
-r 

filed with the Commission should reflect sufficient flexibility to permit 

p&eline companies to respond to emergencies, including environmental emer- 

gencies, during periods of curtailment Mhere supplemental deliveries rs.re re- 

quired to forestall irreparable injury to life or property. 

On lviarch 2, 1973, the Commission further amended its statement of policy 

in Order No. 467-B, in which it set forth currently effective initial prior- 

ities to be followed by jurisdictional pipeline companies during periods of 

curtailment. Order No. 467-C, issued April 4, 197L, defined procedures for 

filing roquests for relief from curtailment by customers of interstate pipe- 

lines. In Order No. 493-+, issued October 29, 1973, the Commission adopted 

certain definitions to, standardize the end-use classifications used in the 

curtailment priority schedule. The priorities of service and the definitions, 
. 

taken together, initially establish the order by which interstate pipeline 

companies should effectuate natural gas curtailment to their customers. 

In general, the priorities of service prescribed in the Commission's pol- 

icy statement are based on (1) consideration of the relative needs of resi- 

dential and small comercial ccnsumers who cannot be mandatori'ly curtaii:d 

due to unacceot&tie safety risks assori.ated with nsiural gas service to this 
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situations to indu5tGial cansumers including fertilizer manufacturers 

and other agriculture-related uses threatened by shut-off of natural gas 

deliveries. 
l 

On July 26, 197L, the Commission requested detailed information from 

42 ma3or interstate pipeline companies as to anticipated curtailments to 

their customers, and the estimated impact thereof on the availability of 

alternate fuels for the reporting period November 1974 through K&h 1975. 

This information was required to dctarmine the probable extent. of local and 

regional industrial dislocation, if any, and wa5 necessary in the coordination 

of the Commiqsion’s re5~onsibilities with those of the Pedsral Enerw Admin- 

istration (FEA). Dnta fwunnriee, prepared by the Commission’s staff pursuant 

to this request, were distributed- to FEA regional and headquarter offices, 

state energy offices and public utility cond.S8ions, the press, end to the 

general public through our Office of Public Informstion. 

Dn July 11, 1974, the Commission’s Chairman sent a letter to the zuture 

Requirements Committee (a goup composed of members from the gas producing, 

pipeline, and distribution industries), requesting initiation of studies in- 

volving (1) collection and reporting of historical curtailment experience, 

and (2) themimpacts of prospective gas curtailments in the end-use markets for 

the winter.of 1974-75. This request was presented by Commission staff at the 

-mfJ meeting in Seattle on July 31 and August 1, 1976 2nd tb.9 study fez thz 

1974-75 winter was completed in November 19i’L. Agatil, the information provided 

by this study was coordinated with the FEA. 
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By Order No. 531’in Docket No. rt-L72, issued June 2.5, i975, V:e Commission 

promulgatori a new For,t IJo. $9, designed to ds:.crminc tix .:xtont tc which 

altornatc fuels may be utilized to meet t!le rcquircmsn?s of those e*xl-use 
l 

customers of interstata pipelines who will not bo able to continue satisfyi:lg 

their energy needs with natural gas due to the impositio., of incrrzsing levels 

of curtailment upon such customers by interstate pipolilro companies or foreign 

suppliers of natural gas. Form 1Go. 69 will onable the Commissfon"to ~cqulre, 

on a regular basis,,information regarding the alternate fuel situation of 

the pipelinosl direct cud-we cuetoners that is required to assist the Com- 

mission in formulating its over-all. curtailmunt policy 1;o well as specific 

curtailment plane for individual in"varstat;e &jolinee companies. 

The Comission, in its Order &o. 523 in Docket No. R-&72, issued February 

6, 1975, withheld passing upon the inclusion of Schedule 1B and Schedule 1C 

in FPC Form No. 16 in deference to numerous comments that had been submitted 

by interested partios. Schedule 1A that was incorporated into FPC Form No. 16 

by Order Xo. 523 only shows’ systcz * -Bde summary information concerning pipe- 

l.inc compa!)y supply requirements and curtailments. Proposed Schedule l3 to 

Form No. 15, upon which action was deferred in ‘Order No. 523, would haoa re- 

quired eachlcurtailed distributor receivin g 100,000 !4cf per year or more to 

provide the naxes of Q.-J customers curtailed by such distributor, the volumes 

involved, certain end- ..? data, L,ternato fuzl information, location and SIC 

code. (SC Code rellat% to the Standard industrial Classification issued by 

the Office of’ Kanagemznt and Bud&). The proposed 3chedulc lC, also dcfcrred, 

xould havu required piselincs to :zotide end-use, loca:L..n, XC co& and 
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alternate fuel information for each large discc:. customs curtailed by 

the pipeline. 

The Commission’? Form No. 69 was developed by the FFC in coordkmtion with 

the Federal Energy Administration, the National Association of Regulatory Utility 

Commissioners, and other governmental agencies after a ocrixs of fn- 

formal conferences as provided for in Ord& No. 523. Form Iu'o. 69 and the 

complementary form to be promulgated by the Fj3A seek the type of data that 

was initially sought under the proposed schedules 1B and iC of FPC Form 

No. 16. The acquisition of this data is an eesential prerequM.te,to any 

subsequent medsures that may be taken to offset the disruptive impact envis- 

aged under the increased curtailments of natural gas. 

Form No. 69 will be filed with the Commission only by jurisdictional 

suppliers. Suppliers of natural gas who ace not subject to the jurisdiction 

of the FPC will. not be affected by the promulgation of Form No. 69, but 

will:be required to file a similar and complementz?y form with the Federal 

tinergy Administrationr Those suppliers of natural gas subject to the Com- 

mission’s jurisdiction would file only with the F?C. In this manner, a single 

coordinated form may be filed by those required to report to the Commission, 

thereby satisfying the mutual requirements of both the FPC and the FEA for 

this data. In Order No. 531, the Con-i 1 ssion directed that the information 

gathered on Form fro. 69 will be routinely provided the FZA for use in its 

activities and placed in the Commission's public file for use by other govern- 

mental agencies and the public. The Co%nission concluded that such dats 

should be available not only to all other governnental agencies but the public 
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On June 11, 1975; the Commission issued an order in U%ket Nos. W74-&2, 

al., et directed against fourteen interstate pipslines which project curtail- 

ments of firm requirements in excess of 2*0$ during the upcoming winter heat- 

ing season. Among the pipoliges included in the order were. Eastern Shore Nat- 

ural Gas Company and Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation. In the order, 

the Commission directs the convening of conferences for each of the fourteen 

pipelines, to be scheduled between July 15 and August 15, 1975, sb that the 

pipelines and their customers, both direct and indirect, can inform the Cozn- 

mission as to how the projected shortages will impact upon their systems, how 

they plan to deal with the shortages, and the flexibility the pipelines and 

their customers may call on in dealin’g with the shortages. 

In order to properly evaluate the seriousnoke of the gas supply situation 

for the forthcorrLing winter season and to provide, whore necessary and possible, 

ameliorating plans, all customers of the fourteen named pipelines are urged, 

and those who are parties to the pipelines1 curtailment proceedings are directed, 

to provide data to the fourteen pipelines. This data will enable the pipelines 

to provide required infokmation to the Commi&on, their customers, state 

regulatory bodies and the Federal Ener,gy Administration, regarding (1) the 

priority-ofAservice categories which are expected to be curtailed on an aver- 

age daily system-wide basis by the pipelines and their distribution customers 

during the months November 197! through :/arch 1976, (2) the average daily (Xcf) 

and peak day (Ikf) flexibility to be gained by nuimiaation of purchases from 

producers, maximization of storage, snd WJG or 3X for each moatb of the coming 

winter, and (3) fop both direct industrial. r*-- ~wtitor;.crs of the FiFelines and 
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Although the Commission does not agree that its information-gathering 

powers have been inadequate to the task of effectively regulating natural 

gas curtailments, it does believe that an expansion of its capabilities in 

this regard would facilitate the discharge of its statutory responsibilities. 

Beginning with the 85th Congrass, the Cowmission has consistently supported 

legislation to expand its authority to gather and disseminate information 

regarding the natural-gas industry. From the 91st to 93-d Congrfkses, eight . 

Commission-sponsored bills were introduced that would have amended S&ion I.4 

of the Natural Gas Act (52 Stat, 826, 15 U,S.C. 717x11) to grant the Commission 

informational authority similar’to that conferred upon it with regard to the 

electric power industry by Section 311 qf the Federal Power hct (49 Stat. 859, 

16 U.S.C. 8255). In the 94th Congress, the Commission has’ supported the infor- 

mational provisions of S. 692, as reportod to the Senate by the Senate Commerce 

Committee on June 12, 1975. These provisions of S. 692 would be included in 

Section 207(g) of a proposed Title II of the Natural Gas Act, but would be 

substantially similar to the Commission's previous proposals to amend Section 

l.4. 

Section 2O7( g)( l) of S. 692 would authorize and direct the Commission to 

study the production, gathering, storage, transportation, distribution, and 
I 

sale of natural, artificial, or synthetic gas throughout the United States, 

whether or not such activities were otherwise subject to the jurisdiction of 

the Cozmission, and regardless of whether such activities were by private or 

goverrmentcl entities. The Corfiisoion would be required, insofar as practicable, 

to secure and keep current information on the "rates, charges, and contracts 
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The Commission, in short, believes that its natural gas curtailment 

policies have been administered in as effective a macncr as possible in 

light of its statutory abilities and the sheer magnitude of the curtailment 
. l . 

problem. The Commission has underway a number of actions designed to assure 

that the information upon which the Comi ssion must necessarily rely in 

formulating its curtailment policies is sufficiently detailed and accurate 

to permit responsive and expeditious decisionmaking. These actio& include 

nex Commission policies in regard to end-use and alternate fuel data, COOP- 

eraticn with other government agencies and the private sector in obtaining 

such data, and the support of legislation to expand the-Commission's guthor- . . 
ity to obtain information regarding the nation's natural-gas industry. The 

Cormaission r&ognizes the necessity of informed decisionnaking on its part, 

and is making substankial eff0rt.s to assure that curtailment policies con- 

form to the realities of natural-gas consumption among all classes of the 

nation's gas consmers. 

. . . * 
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Mr. Monte E. Can-field, 3r. 
Director 
Qffi ce OF Sp@cial Programs 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D,C. 20548 

Dear I%. Canfield: 

Me have reviewed yowr draft report ek~titlecl “‘Weed to Eva1 mate the 
Effectiveness of Natural Gas Curtailment. Policy," which you unclosed 
with your letter of June 20, 1975. 

We sd3mi-t the following comerits for your consideration in prq3arirq 
the final report: 

FEA and WC have developed the necessary system to 
gather data on gas curtailments for both interstate 
am! intrastate pipelines, down to the ult.Imte 
CclPlSWmer * It is not, ther@for+e, imperative at this 
time for the GAO to seek legislation or revision of 
the Natural Gas Act to authorize the WC to obtain 
such data. 

With the present information contained in pipeline 
curtailment reports to thei WC and jfi proceedings 
on petitions for extraordinary relief from cur- 
tailment, it is possible for the V-PC to make an 
adequate assessment of the impacts on users o-f its 
gas curtailment policy. 

Interstate pipelines do include gas held in storage 
in projecting available supply and levels 0-F cur- 
tailments or supply deficiencies. 

Siflerely, 




